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Optimal Helmet Rail Mounting Solution
For those end users that prefer a helmet mounted headset, the 
AMP Headset Rail Mount Kit provides unrivaled performance. 
Designed specifically for use with Ops-Core ARC rails by the same 
company that pioneered them and revolutionized the helmet industry.

AMP™ Headset 

Rail Mount Kit

 ■ Ideal Positioning / Better Stabilization of Headset  
Rail Mount Arms allow for mounting to the rear of ARC Rails, leaving the top 
portion of the rails free for mounting accessories, such as lights, cameras, 
etc. This also creates better helmet stabilization and a counterbalancing 
effect of forward shroud mounted devices, such as night vision devices. 

 ■ Better Ergonomics & Ear Seal  
A single point gimbal attachment to the ear cups allow for 360˚ adjustment, 
which not only allows for better fitment and seal to the user’s unique ear / 
head shape, but maintains that seal and moves more naturally with their 
head movement.

 ■ Streamlined Stowage  
Earcups rotate to the side or rear of helmet when not in use, creating a very 
low profile. 

KEY FEATURES

WHAT’S IN THE KIT: 

SPECIFICATIONS

Headset Rail Mount  
Arms Weight:  0.13 lbs (59g) per rail arm /0.25 lbs. (118g) per pair

Manufacturer part number:

1000440-02  
Foliage Green

1000440-01 
Black

1000440-00 
Tan 499

1000440-03 
Urban Gray
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Contact Us
Ops-Core is committed to designing advanced performance capabilities for the elite warrior. For more information regarding the Ops-Core AMP Headset Rail Mount Kit, contact Ops-Core at 
888.894.1755 or sales@ops-core.com. 
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